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INTRODUCTION
In discussing the influence of John Keats it seems
pertinent to review "briefly the history of Classicism and
Romanticism to get a background for the study as the char-
acteristics which mark Keats' poetry grew out of the desire
to break down the rules which regulated the work of the
Classicists
.
The Classical School of English Literature was active
from about 1660 to 1765. This classical movement was the
result of one of the several outside influences which have
been important in the shaping of English Literature, namely,
the Renaissance. The love of classics had come to England
with the Renaissance and hence classical standards of litera-
ture were adopted. Greek Art is founded upon restraint, com-
mon sense, good taste, order and harmony; hence it followed
that the English writers of the day took on these habits of
the ancients whom they so admired.
A very early touch of the Renaissance is shown in the
poetry of Chaucer, who owed much to Italian examples. Then
Spenser had a strong classical interest, and Bacon a marked
classical tendency. This classicism became a growth of great
strength in England through the works of Dryden and Pope, and
by 1660 Classicism ruled supreme.
There are certain characteristics which mark the poetry
of the Classical School. Its poetry was intellectual and not
••
emotional, the subject matter appealing to the head, not to
the heart. Reason controlled the imagination and the emotions
consequently feeling and themes from nature were completely
ignored. The motto of this group is summed up in Pope's
words
:
"There's nothing great in the world but man,
And nothing great in man but mind.
"
This restraint was from the outside as well as from
the inside. Reference here is to the verse-form called the
"Heroic Couplet, " which came in with Dryden and culminated in
Pope. Nothing is more perfect and complete than the closed
couplet; the Classicists faithfully obeyed the laws of
technique in order to finish their art, but the result was
that poetry became cold, conventional, and artificial, and
ceased to be free and spontaneous.
Hot only did poetry become conventional in subject-
matter and in verse-form, but it also became conventional in
diction. The Classicists used stock words and phrases. The
diction of Pope and Dryden became the stilted phraseology of
their followers. This false poetic language lasted to the
time of Burns who thought and wrote. From this period on
diction changed. It was set free from conventionality and
formality, hence became a free, easy, and natural language.
This liberty in the manner of expression owes much to Burns,
Wordsworth and especially to Keats, with his marvelous gift
of language.

These standards of Classicism just referred to, were
well fitted for the intellectual poetry, but not for poetry-
created by the imagination. So a revolt began against con-
ventionalism in poetry. This revolt is first shown when
James Thompson in 1726 came to Edinburgh and published his
poem WINTER, which is classical only in diction. Then came
Collins, Gray, Cowper, Blake, Crabbe, and Burns who pro-
claimed the dawn of Romanticism in the eighteenth century,
followed by Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Byron and Feats
in the early part of the nineteenth century.
The revolt against classicism centered around new
themes, new verse-forms, and new literary qualities. The
Romanticists returned to human beings as worthy themes for
poetry. In their search for self-expression these poets were
led to introduce new verse-forms. They rebelled against the
heroic couplet. The Romanticists used blank verse, the sonnet,
the ballad form and the Spenserian stanzas--all of which had
been used by English poets before the Classical movement be-
came so firmly established. The new literary qualities in-
spired by Romanticism were simplicity, sincerity, sublimity,
imagination, and naturalness-- the very highest characteristics
of poetry.
From this brief survey we find that Romanticism took
root in the early eighteenth century. If we should follow
its growth, we should find that early in the nineteenth cen-
tury it had entirely replaced Classicism. But this discussion
c•
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of Classicism versus Romanticism is not a part of our sub-
ject except in so far as it affected John Keats.
Let us omit the literary developments of a few years
and begin reviewing the course of English poetry from about
1B25, onward, for half a century. By this time Byron had
already reached the stormy climax of his career, and his in-
fluence was waning. Of this period Stedman wrote, "When the
Byronic School was degenerating in quality, two kinds of
verse were rapidly rising. The first of these was s.n art
school, which studied and drew models from old English poetry
and the delicate classicism of Landor and John Keats; the
second was of a didactic, yet elevated, nature and had the
imaginative strain of '.Vordsworth for its loftiest examplar. "
And although these schools diverged, following different
leaders whose ideas of the purpose of poetry conflicted, yet
both substituted a gentle spirit and calm reverie for the in-
tense passion which had marked the poetry of Byron and his
followers. "It is noticeable that Coleridge, Shelley, and
Keats separated themselves from the debris and greatly in-
fluenced future poets by inciting a reaction from the pas-
sionate un-restraint of the Romantic School to the fastidious
a.
art of which Keats was the rarest and most intuitive master.
This essay is concerned with the first of the two
schools described above, and the aim of this study is to trace
1. Victorian Poets, by Edmund C. Stedman
a
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its evolution and show its influence on later English poets.
Let us now find the general characteristics of the
master of this art school and trace these same tendencies
in later poets "whose diverse yet blended rays reflect the
fountain-head.
"
cc
(
c
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DEVELOPMENT
As a poet Keats is luxuriantly and enchantingly sen-
suous, and it is this characteristic of all- embracing sensu-
ousness which perhaps leaves the greatest impression on
readers of Keat3' poetry. Meaning by this that he was alive
and susceptible to the pleasure to be received through the
senses of taste, touch, smell, sight, and hearing.
Something of the highly developed faculty of taste is
shown in the familiar story which tells of Keats covering his
tongue with cayenne pepper that he might enjoy all the more
the delicious sensation of cool claret. And in a letter to
his brother George, Keats wrote, "When I get claret, I must
drink it--it fills one's mouth with a gushing freshness, then
goes down cool and feverless." There are numerous traces in
Keats' poetry of his fondness for wine. In the ODE TO THE
EIGHTIUGALE we find: "0 for a drop of vintage," and in
LAMIA he writes: "But when the happy vintage touched their
brain, " and farther along in the poem:
"When the wine had done its rosy deed,
And every soul from human trammels freed,
No more so strange: for merry wine, sweet wine,
Will make Elysian shades not too fair, too divine."
This highly developed faculty of taste is accompanied
by an equally developed sense of sight.
In LAMIA we read a description of the banquet scene,
which makes a strong appeal to the eye as well as to the sense
of smell:
ca
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"Of wealthy lustre was the banquet-room
Fill'd with pervading brilliance and perfume:
Before each lucid panel fuming stood
A censer fed with myrrh and spiced wood.
"
Or is there a more sensuous bit in all literature
than the passage from THE EVE OF ST. AGUES:
'•And still she slept an azure-lidded sleep,
In blanched linen, smooth and lavender 'd,
While he from forth the closet brought a heap
Of candied apple, quince, and plum and gourd;
With jellies soother than the creamy curd,
And lucent syrup, tinct with cinnamon;
Manna and dates, in argosy transferr'd
Prom Fey; and spiced dainties, everyone,
From silVen Samarcand to Cedar'd Lebanon."
This as well as many other passages is drenched
perfume. We breathe in the fragrance of the Orient in
lines from ISABELLA:
in
these
••Then in a silken scarf , --sweet with dews
Of precious flowers pluck'd in Araby.
"
Keats' poetry is filled with nature sounds. One of
the best illustrations of this may be found in his ODE TO
AUTUMN:
"Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn
Among the river sallows,
And full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn
Hedge-crickets sing; and now with tremble soft
The redbreast whistles from a garden-crof t
,
And gathering swallows twitter in the skies."
Keats also makes use of all sorts of powerful, musical
instruments
:
"The silver, snarling trumpets 'gan to chide," or
"The boisterous, midnight, festive clarion,
The kettle-drum, and far-heard clarionet," or again
------------ Loud bells
VItb rival clamors ring from every spire;
Cunningly-station'd music dies and swells in echo-
ing places . "
cc
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Frequent descriptions are given of soft, haunting music
and something of the perfection of Keats' ear for melody is
found in the musical quality of his verse-forms.
And so through all his poetry the senses are attracted
to bright colored flowers, luscious fruits, fragrant oils and
pleasing sounds. Because of the luxuriance of his imagination
and the perfection of his senses Keats stands today as one of
the master poets of English Literature. It may be because of
his whole nature that the sensuous faculties v/ere developed
to such an extent, but that this element is the most consum-
mate in Keats can hardly be denied. Closely allied with the
sensuousness , is Keats' delight in nature objects--he wor-
shiped natural beauty. "I have loved the principle of beauty
in all things," he said, and he set about to interpret this
beauty. It is supposed that this love for Nature was awakened
in Keats by Spenser whom Keats studied and admired. Spenser
had a rare sense of beauty and also held that truth was an
indispensable quality of poetry. It is no wonder, then, that
the "poet's poet" should have awakened the love for beauty in
the soul of the young Keats. And from this intense admiration
of natural beauty sprang the inspiration and thought which made
Keats a poet— the thought that "Beauty is truth, truth beauty,
-
that is all ye know on earth, and all ye need to know."
This law of beauty was of vital importance to Keats; his
entire interest centered around it, and indeed to him it was
life's principle.
C
It is interesting to note what some of Keats' friends
and critics have said in regard to his supreme love for Nature.
From Haydon's diary we read: "Keats too is gone! A
genius more purely poetical never existed. In fireside con-
versation he was weak and inconsistent, hut he was in his
glory in the fields. The humming of a bee, the sight of a
flower, the glitter of the sun seemed to make his nature
tremble; then his eyes flashed, his cheeks glowed, his mouth
quivered.
Mathew Arnold said: "Notwithstanding his short term
and imperfect experience, by virtue of feeling for beauty and
of his perception of the vital connection of beauty with truth,
Keats accomplished so much in poetry that in the faculty of
naturalistic interpretation, in what we call natural magic,
X.
he ranks with Shakespeare . "
Arthur Rickett says, "Every poet must of necessity be
attracted to whatever is beautiful in the world--beauty of
form, sound, or tint. Beauty to Keats was a religion, a faith,
a creed. It was truth in its very essence. This constant urge
of beauty as a spiritual principle carried with it broad and
high ideals which probably Keats never dreamed of, but which
were to bring literature into close touch with life itself
and to remind us of the intimate relation existing between God,
JS.
Man, and Nature . "
1. Haydon's Diary
2. Essays in Criticism - Second Series - Mathew Arnold
3. Personal Forces in Modern Literature - Arthur Rickett
<c
<
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Feats writes in a letter from Wentworth Place, dated
February 16, 1820, to James Rice: "How astonishingly does
the chance of leaving the world impress a sense of its natural
beauties upon us. Like poor Falstaff, though I do not 'babble',
I think of green fields, I muse with greatest affection on
every flower I have known from my infancy--their shapes and
colours are as new to me as if I had just created them with a
superhuman fancy.
"
Keats does not interpret the beauty of nature as Y/ords-
worth expounds it. He is not a philosopher, neither is he
visionary like Shelley, nor supernatural like Coleridge, but
a poet with a heart opening out through the five senses. He
feels, hears, tastes, smells, and sees Nature. Spenser's
world is a world of imagination; Keats' is conventionally real.
Keats' gospel is the gospel of beauty.
Keats has enriched poetic diction. Swinburne in the
Encyclopedia Britannica writes: "Keats' poetry gives a new
beauty to the language." And indeed this poet had a remark-
able sense of phrase. He was one of the first of the poets
who put aside the stilted poetic diction of the Classicists
and substituted a language which was simple, fresh, alive,
natural, also sincere and beautiful. His words are living
things. He thought that it should be one of the aims of poetry
to produce a perfect phrase--a beautiful phrase, he thought,
"was its own excuse for being," apart from any thought or special
lesson it might reveal. He himself said that perfect phraseology
delighted him with a sense of intoxication. In his best poems
1. "Keats" - Encyclopedia Britannica - Swinburne
c(
<
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the verbal aptness and grace is unrivalled and the diction
gives us a sense of enjoyment and satisfaction. It often
seems as if Keats has said a thing for the last time, for
it could not be said better.
Feats had a rich imagination, and a musical ear. These
qualities undoubtedly had their influence in perfecting this
remarkable sense of phrasing. His phrases are fit, finished,
and final. His genius was intuitive and instinctive. His
art was a natural art; though at first too rich and lavish, it
grew toward the restrained and designed.
Eeats helped to make verse-form free and varied. The
Romantic School had to wait for him to open the closed couplet.
The earlier poets did not find much opposition to the Heroic
Couplet; they were tired of it, and turned away to other and
freer forms. Feats was not satisfied to confine his thought
to two lines; he let it spill over into many. He made the
form for the thought, instead of making the thought for the
form.
Keats not only admired the truth and beauty of Spenser,
he also admired the verse-form, which Spenser had perfected.
No other poet has come ouite so close in the assimilation of
the true Spenserian spirit as has Keats in THE EVE OF ST. AGUES,
in which he uses so exquisitely this haunting verse-form.
Charles Armitage Brown says "In Spenser's fairyland Keats was
enchanted, breathed in a new world— enamoured of the stanza,
/.
he attempted to imitate it and succeeded. ,,
1. John Keats - Colvin
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Keats wrote a perfect ballad in LA BELLI DAME SANS
liERCI, using the e ight- syllabled couplet. He was one of the
few masters of the sonnet and the perfection of Nature lyrics
is found in his two odes, TO A NIGHTINGALE and ON A GRECIAN
URN. He also followed Hilton's magnificent blank verse in
HYPERION.
Keats not only delighted in sense imagery, natural
beauty, perfect phrases, technique of verse-form, but he also
took intense pleasure in romance and myth. The beauty of
story animated him. Tnile in school Keats became acquainted
with Charles Clarke and Leigh Hunt. Clarke introduced Keats
to Spenser and Hunt introduced him to Homer, so both did much
to bring out the genius of the poet. So at an early age Keats
had "gained access to enchanted regions--the world of Greek
/.
mythology and the world of mediaeval romance."
Through his interest in Greek literature the young poet
assimilated the Greek ideas concerning Nature. He also ab-
sorbed the intense emotion of Greek life, as well as Greek
philosophy. This ancient mythology stirred Keats to his
greatest work, kuch of his finest poetry is shot through and
through with special colouring given by these legends. George
Saintsbury says: "Keats poured new blood through the veins of
old sub ject s--class ical
,
mediaeval, foreign and modern. And
if we are to see what this came to, we must simply look at the
whole later poetry of the nineteenth century in England. The
1. Introduction to English Literature - Pancoast
2. History of English Literature in the XIX Century,
By George Saintsbury
rc
(
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operations of this spirit are not to "be limited to Keats; we
must trace Tennyson, Rossetti, and Korris to Keats; to Keats
directly or indirectly, that the great part of the poetry of
A.
three generations owes loyalty and allegiance."
Before tracing the effect of Feats' poetry on Tenny-
son, Rossetti, and Morris, who were the best disciples of the
art school, we shall turn our attention to a group of minor
poets of the nineteenth century, who kept alive the work begun
by Keats until it found its perfection in these later and greater
poets. To this lesser group belong the names of Thomas Beddoes,
Thomas Hood, Arthur 'Shaughnessy
,
Bryan Waller Procter, and
Christina Rossetti.
Keats' influence, because it is so general, is hard to
trace in the twentieth century. Perhaps Algernon Swinburne and
Rupert Brooke are the closest adherents to the purpose and man-
ner of poetry as conceived by Keats.
Thomas Beddoes wrote:
"We, who marked how fell
Young Adonais, sick with vain endeavour,
Larklike to live on high in tower of song."
It is with this poet that the influence of Keats really
begins. The strong feeling for the concrete and sensuous,
which is found in Keats' poetry is easily traced in the poetry
of Beddoes, for these elements appealed to the imagination of
the latter. THE BRIDE'S TRAGEDY, a drama, contains a series
of sense images, while PYGMALION is a close imitation to
Keats' ENDYMION.
(
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Thomas Hood was one of the early followers of John
Keats. He objected to the passionate unrestraint of 3yron
and his imitators, but the poetry of Keats appealed to him,
and so influenced the whole course of his writing.
Hood's later poems show more directly the influence of
Keats than do his earlier ones; however, the earlier poems
are artistic in manner and substance and show his admiration
for the new school of poetry.
Hood is consciously and unconsciously influenced by
Keats. Frequently we come across manifest imitations. In his
poem RUTH the first mental picture we receive is that which
Keats has already given us of Ruth in his ODE TO THE NIGHTIN-
GALE. In THE DEPARTURE OF SUMMER Hood uses "dance, and song
and sunburnt mirth "--words from the GRECIAN URN; in his ODE TO
AUTUMN Hood says "where are the songs of summer?", whereas
Keats in his great ODE TO AUTUMN asks "Where are the songs of
Spring?" How much like Keats is:
"The squirrel gloats on his accomplish'd hoard,
The ants have brimm'd their garners with ripe grain
And honey-bees have stored
The sweets of summer in their luscious cells;"
or who would not think that such phrases as these belong to
Keats: "lustrous eyes, pensive shades, full-orb'd moon, woods
forlorn, airy draperies, smile, bedimpled cheeks, and jewel-
sprinkled locks. "
THE WATER LADf of Hood's is a definite imitation of
LA 3ELLE DAME SANS MERC I . It contains the same haunting
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melody, the same peculiar quality of atmosphere is created,
and the same somewhat unusual stanza-form is used.
Hood was also influenced by the old mediaeval romances.
In the TWO PEACOCKS OP 3EDF0RT and MIDSUMMER FAIRIES we see
his return to the Middle Ages for his material, and this ma-
terial is opulent with imagery. Several of Hood's longer
poems are written in the Spenserian stanza which was so skill-
fully used by Keats, and it is in the poems which employ this
verse-form that } eats' influence is so easily traced.
From this brief comparison we see that Keats influenced
Hood in regard to subject-matter, sensuous beauty, verse-form,
and diction.
Among the poets of the Victorian Age of whom too little
is known is Arthur 'Shaughnessy . He has left four volumes
of exquisite poetry full of melody, colour and odor. Through
the whole of this magnificent verse runs a note of melancholy--
a haunting sadness, that same strain of plaint iveness which
added loveliness to the poetry of Keats, Rossetti, Morris and
Swinburne. This poetic sadness may have sprung from the same
dreadful apprehension which prompted Keats to write "'When I
have fears that I may cease to be," for 'Shaughnessy , like
Keats, had a brief life. He possessed a keen and subtle
imagination, that mp.de him sensitive to the mysteries of
every-day things which were unknown to stolid souls. He de-
lighted in spectral moonlights, a dull sky streaked with sun-
light, a moaning wind, the murmur of dead leaves and soft
((
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s iren-music.
A few passages from ' Shaughnessy ' s poetry are sufficient
to show the weight of Keats' influence. The sensuous element
is undoubtedly stronger in the works of 'Shaughnessy than in
the writings of any poet since Keats. A superb word picture
is given in CLEOPATRA:
"She made a feast for great Marc Antony:
Her galley was arrayed in gold and light;
That evening in the purple sea and sky,
It shone green-golden like a chrysolite.
She wa3 reclined upon a Tyrian Couch
Of crimson wools; out of her loosened vest
Set on one shoulder with a serpent brooch
Fell one white arm and half a foam-white breast.
And with the breath of many a fanning plume,
That wonder of her hair that was like wine--
Of mingled fires and purples that consume—
I oved all its mystery of threads most fine,
^nd under saffron canopies all bright
With clash of lights e'en to the amber prow
Crept, like enchantments subtle, passing sight,
Fragrance, and siren-music soft and slow."
In BISCLAVARET we find a passage which immediately re-
minds us of THE EVE OF ST. AGNES:
"The beadsman in his lovely cell
Hath cast one boding timorous look
Toward the heights-- then loud and well
Kneeling before the open book. "
'Shaughnessy made frequent use of the sense of sound.
We find such striking phrases as "the heave of the great, un-
solaced seas," "the shuttering thunder," "the clamor of the
wild forest," "the drone of the brown bee."
The element of decay which is found in ISABELLA in-
spired 'Shaughnessy in CHAITIVEL. The same note of mediaeval
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materialism, the belief that the soul of man is not spiritual
"but is matter is noted in both ISABELLA and CHAITIVEL.
The aesthetic nature of Keats appealed to Bryan Waller
Procter, however, Procter did not possess the rare imaginative
qualities to develop this aesthetic side of his nature. Hence,
in a rather sane manner he describes the sensuous beauty which
he sees about him, but this is not enriched by the imagination.
Procter's SICILIAN STORY is based upon the story of
Keats' ISABELLA. The images in the two poems are quite often
the same and occasionally deliberate use is made of Keats'
words with only very slight changes. Again in the SPANISH TALE
we find the conscious employment of Keats' thoughts clothed in
Keats' diction. For instance, this line which follows must
have been inspired by 8 similar line from Keats' last sonnet:
"And I will be pillow'd upon her breast" or in the
passage
"Then sank she on her couch and drew aside
The silken curtains and let in the moon
Which trembling ran around the chamber wide
Kissing and flooding the rich flowers,"
we are reminded of the images and language used in describing
Madeline in ST. AGNES' EVE.
THE GIRL OF PROVENCE shows much of the influence of
Keats in the choice of subject-matter and the way in which it
is handled.
"Nor ever in the meads of Arcady,
Heard sweet the pastoral pipe at evening played,"
is a direct likeness to lines from THE GRECIAN URN.
fr
r
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"That night she lay within her silken nest,
"White creature, dreaming till the golden dawn,"
was surely suggested by a passage in THE EVE OF ST. AGUES. The
coming of Apollo to steal away the fair and gentle Eva reminds
us again of Porphyno and Madeline, and the description of
Apollo's palace is as full of sensuous imagery as the banquet
room in LAMIA.
Something of Alfred Tennyson's admiration for Keats is
found in Tennyson's words "There is something of the innermost
/.
soul of poetry in almost everything that Keats ever wrote."
"Tennyson's workmanship," writes Beers, "when most truly
characteristic, is romantic in the sense of being pictorial and
ornate. He assimilated the rich manner of Keats whose influence
is perceptible in his early poems. His art, like the art of
Keats, is eclectic and reminiscent, choosing for its exercise
with equal impartiality whatever is most beautiful in the world
A.
of Grecian fable or the world of mediaeval legend.
"
It is not at all strange that Tennyson was attracted to
the substance and form of Keats' poetry as well as to its sen-
suous beauty, for Tennyson in his early life, like Keats,
dreamed dreams rather than lived a "life of thought."
More in Tennyson's early work that we can clearly trace
the effect of Keats upon him, for in later life he deals more
with the political, social, and religious problems of the age
in which he lived.
1. Alfred Tennyson, A Memoir by His Son - Vol. II
2. History of English Romanticism (XIX Century) - Beers
i(
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Th e influence of Teats upon Tennyson shows itself in
passion for "beauty, a certain sensuousness
,
limpidity of dic-
tion, choice of subject-matter, and perfection of form.
THE LADY OF SHALOTT is a typical example of Tennyson's
early adherence to a romantic subject, treated with the roman-
tic spirit. This. alone is sufficient to show Tennyson's ability
to paint in vivid colours by his use of magnificent diction.
THE LOTUS-EATERS, OENONE, MARIANA (in the Moated Grange),
RECOLLECTIONS OF THE ARABIAN NIGHTS, and THE SISTERS throb with
pure romance. THE SLEEPING BEAUTY reminds one of a portion of
THE EVE OF ST. AGNES. Here Tennyson, like Feats, gives us a
scene from still life with all the delight in colour and melody
wrought through the witchery of word.
THE PALACE OF ART seems to be a resume of Tennyson's
idea of poetry. To the spirit of beauty, the mastery of
language, the redolence of what is lovely in Nature, the de-
scriptive detail, the clarity of vision he adds the spiritual
note, the latter of which does not appear in the poetry of
John Feats, and it is here that the divergence between the two
is found.
Perhaps the poetry of Feats and Dante Gabriel Rossetti
is more closely allied in subject-matter, manner and form than
the other two writers. One of the happy faculties of poetic
art is to be able to idealize the commonplace, to glorify
everyday life. Poetry is great because in an extraordinary
way it deals with ordinary themes. The works of these two
rc
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poets will surely stand this test of good and great poetry.
Joth are fond of remote subjects, both have a strain of morbid-
ness, both are fond of the ornate and pictorial, and the mystic
phrase. At their best, both are characterized by common sense,
simplicity, and faithfulness to the facts of life, lifted to
the poetic realm. In their greatest achievements in verse
truth and beauty are blended.
Both Keats and Rossetti take a pagan attitude towards
the after-life; at least they are rather indifferent to it,
however, the decay of beauty and the passing of life permeate
their poetry.
Keats set out to seek the beautiful in life. He found
it, captured it, and gave it to the world. Rossetti followed
in his path. Neither was distracted from his aim by rival
interests. "Both seem to have lived as poets in a little world
of their own, a world of wonder and delight, full of sweet
sights and sounds, and out of earshot of the roar and clamour
of everyday life. And one leaves them with the feeling that
the principle of beauty is no mere accident of form; but some-
thing that lies at the very heart of poetry. "
It is not strange that Rossetti, a natural colorist,
should have been charmed by the sensuous and pictorial element
in Keats. And not only Rossetti but the whole Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, of which Rossetti was a prominent representative
derived from Keats in their love for art for its own sake, in
1. Personal Forces in English Literature - Arthur Ricketts
rc
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the recondite side of mediaevalism, and their passion for
beauty.
Saintsbury tersely sums up the characteristics of
Rossetti derived from Keats: "We find in Rossetti a strong
influence of pictorial on poetic art; an overpowering tendency
to revert to the forms and figures, the sense and sentiment of
the past, especially the mediaeval past; and a strong tendency
to mysticism. We find in point of form a distinct preference
for lyric, a further fancy for elaborate and ornate language,
and above all, a predilection for attempting and a faculty for
achieving effects of verbal music by cunning adjustment of
vowel and consonant sounds, which had been displayed by Feats
/.
and brought to a high pitch by Tennyson.
"
The lack of action, in other words, the lack of the
dramatic element, in Keats had its weight on the Pre-Raphaelite
School. Keats' fondness for treating Nature as still life over-
laden with elaborate detail attracted this Brotherhood of poet-
painters, for it was for these very tendencies that they had
gone back to the Florentine painters.
A brief discussion of the characteristic poems of
Rossetti will be adequate to denote the ideal of beauty for
which he aimed. No doubt the most truly typical of Rossetti*
s
works is THE BLESSED DAKOZEL. This is mediaeval at its best--
artistic and pictorial. Rossetti does not give us a dim and
distant spirit, but a real, living human being in Heaven. The
1. History of English Literature XIX Century,
By George Saintsbury
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poem is characterized "by simplicity, realistic human touches,
and a rare spiritual quality.
The sonnets of Rossetti are heavy with beau ty--beauty to
be worshiped. There is an entrancing joy of timorousness in
these, a distinguishing feature of beets' odes and sonnets.
"In THE HOUSE 05' LIFE the leaves and winds Rossetti loved as
pictorial properties as a designer loves rather than as a poet
loves them. It is the poetry of one who, like Keats, hungered
for 'a life of sensations rather than of thoughts.' It is the
poetry of grief, of regret--the grief and regret of one who was
a master of sensuous beeuty, and who reveals the sensuous beauty
rather than any deeper secret, even in touching spiritual themes
/.
Poetry with him is a dyed and embroidered garment."
Like heats, Rossetti takes mediaeval subjects, and treats
them from the view point of the artist. He clothes them in
brilliant colours that attract the eye. THE BRIBE'S PRELUDE,
an example of mediaevalisrn, reminds one now and then of
ISABELLA, and it is very much like THE EVE OP ST. AGNES. The
pictures we get of the figures and the room are constant re-
minders of the impressions we received from ST. AGNES' EVE:
"The close pearls wholly overset:
Around her throat the fastenings met
Of chenesayle and mautelet--" or:
"Against the haloed lattice-panes
The bridesmaid sunned her breast.
"
ROSE MARIE is a poem reverting to ancient northern
mythology for its subject-matter. It has a haunting melody, a
1. Old and New Masters - Robert Lynd
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ra.re perfection of finish, and a suggestion of the Oriental.
Another and final evidence of Rossetti 's admiration
for Keats is found in the words of William M. Rossetti: "Keats'
poetry first became known to my brother in 1844. He delighted
in it then and ever afterwards. Perhaps in his last few years
the poetry of Keats was more constantly present in Rossetti 's
thoughts than that of any one else, hardly excepting even
Dante.
"
Christina Rossetti was another disciple of Keats who
wanted to revive the literature of the past, however, the
mediaeval treasures appealed to her more than did the Greek
myths
.
Her romances are given atmosphere by brilliant colours
and old world hues for indeed Christina Rossetti, like Keats,
is sensitive to colours, and taste of things. Through her vivid
imagination, which does not seem akin to this material world, we
are reminded ever and again of the luscious richness of Keats,
for her poetry is overladen with sense imagery. Such passages
of sensuous beauty as those which follow are characteristic of
the many which are to be found in Rossetti' s longer poems:
"I took my bath in scented milk, delicately waited on:
They burned sweet things for my delight, cedar and cinnamon.
They lit my shaded silver lamp, and left me there alone;"
or a stanza from THE DEAD CITY:
"Grapes were hanging overhead,
Purple, pale, and ruby-red;
And in panniers all around
Yellow melons shone, fresh found
With the dew upon them spread."
1. Dante Gabriel Rossetti - William If* Rossetti
((
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It seems scarcely necessary to point out such evident
traces of Keats' influence. Certainly GOBLIN MARKET is a dis-
tinct imitation of Keats. It is one "brilliant picture after
another—and all seem to breathe a delicate aroma of "grapes
fresh from the vine, rare pears, citrons from the South, pine-
apples, cranberries, currants and gooseberries."
There is a close resemblance between the ideas of Keats
and those of William Morris. The French Revolution had no more
effect upon heats than the age of science, mechanical inventions,
and social unrest had upon William Morris. Both completely ig-
nored the political, social, and religious problems of their
time. Neither took cognizance of any happenings in the outside
world , and their poetry has no thought concerning the day in
which they lived. Instead of being swayed and lashed by the
problems and passions of his age, Morris, like Keats, made
forays into the land of myth and legend, to recapture the
beauty which he thought had gone from present-day life. To
these tales he gives a mediaeval and mystic touch with the same
richness, the same love for natural beauty which Keats possessed.
THE EARTHLY PARADISE is a series of stories in verse. A
band of Norsemen are cast ashore on Atlantis, the Greek Paradise.
Here they remain for a year, telling stories of their own land
and listening to the Oriental tales of the Greeks. The whole
story is saturated with ancient life and expression, and made
more effective by its pensive atmosphere and rhythmic beauty.
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON is a classical story,
mediaeval in colour and tone. It is written in the ten-
((
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syllabled rhyming couplet which Keats used in LAMIA.
In his introduction to THE EARTHL'f PARADISE Morris calls
himself a "Dreamer of dreams, born out of due time," and this
same note of sadness is found frequently in such lines as,
"Where does beeuty sleep?" and "Where shall I find loveliness?"
This strain of discontent is another link in the chain which so
closely binds the poetry of Keats and Morris.
In his view concerning beauty Morris in his early poetry
is again near to Keats. .Neither stopped to moralize. They in-
stinctively worshiped beauty for its own sake and not for the
sake of e.n ethical reason. However, in his late poems Morris
developed more toward the moral sense.
Algernon Swinburne was the one great English poet left
at the close of the nineteenth century. His contemporaries,
Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Morris, and Rossetti were gone.
Hov/ever, like these poets, Swinburne follows Keats in finding
inspiration in Greek classics and none excel him in the in-
terpretation of its spirit. The love for romance and the
mystery of the unknown drove Swinburne, as it had driven his
predecessors, into the past. And it is in these classic
poems that Swinburne shows his preference for mediaeval
saints and mystic love--features which bring him close to Keats.
It was this intense passion for Greek ideals of beauty
which finally brought these poets, especially Swinburne, to
accept the Greek ideals of religion. Hence, neo-paganism is
an element which binds the poets, who come under the influence
i
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of Greek romances, from Keats to Swinburne.
Swinburne's best examples of mediaeval subject-matter
and manner are ATALANTA IN CALYDON, ST. DOROTHY, and THE MASqUE
OF QUEEN BERSABE. TRISTRAM OF LfONESSE reminds us now of
ENDfMION and now of LAMIA— of LAMIA because of its structure,
of ENDYMION because most of the time the sense is sacrificed
to sound and we feel surfeited by a vast and vague vocabulary.
Again, we find that the sensuous beauty and fine imagery
of Keats, which has had such a wide range of influence, also
affected Swinburne. In his most characteristic passages use
is made of the most violent and vivid colors and the most
"intoxicated images." Not only colors but combinations of
sound run through his poetry. The sense of sound is brought
to a noble perfection through the perfect rhythm and musical
harmony found in his various verse-forms. It is the love of
the sensuous, the delight in romance, and the worship of
natural beauty which characterize Keats and Swinburne for
neither contributed very much to the intellectual life of
poetry.
The features which mark the poetry of Rupert Brooke may
be summed up as: love for the concrete, intensity of feeling,
admiration of nature, perfect imagery and imagination.
Like Keats, Brooke clings to life and the concrete,
caring nothing for thought or tne abstract. The impulse which
prompted Keats to write
"Do not all charms fly
At the mere touch of cold philosophy?"
it
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prompted Brooke to write
'•There's little comfort in the wise."
Both were satisfied with "a life of sensation rather than of
thought."
Again, Brooke, like Keats, cries out against the world
of decay, against death, against the passing of beauty. Both
tenaciously cling to mortality and physical loveliness. Of
the decay of natural beauty Brooke meditates in THE GREAT LOVER:
"And these shall pass,
".hatever passes not, in the great hour
Nor all my passion, all my prayers, have power
To hold them with me through the gate of Death. "
And again in the same poem:
"But the best I've known
Stays here, and changes, breaks, grows old, is blown
About the winds of the world, and fa.des from brains
Of living men, and dies.
Nothing remains."
It is the same note of despair which is heard in Keats:
"Where Youth grows pale, and spectre- thin and dies;
Where Beauty cannot keep her lustrous eyes,
Or new Love pine at them beyond tomorrow. "
Or better still:
"Beauty that must die
And Joy whose ha.nd is ever at his lips
Bidding adieu .
"
The materialistic philosophy of Brooke, which is so close
akin to that of Keats resulted in the intense desire to live
in the beauty of actual things. Such a philosophy would
naturally find expression through the five senses. So it was
that sensuous delights made Brooke write THE GREAT LOVER, THE
FUNERAL OP fOUTH , WAIKIKI , GRANTCHESTER , and IN EXAMINATION.
i*
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Vivid pictures obtained by a few v/ell chosen words are fre-
quently found in these poems, especially is THE GREAT LOVER a
series of sense images.
For one to receive so much delight from the material
world it is necessary to possess a keen imagination, and this
quality was not lacking in Brooke. This supreme poetic gift is
complete in THE FISH, IN EXAMINATION, and DINING-ROOM TEA.
Another point of resemblance between Keats and Brooke
is found in what Woodberry calls the "melange." "That is,
the method of indiscrimination by which he gathers up ex-
perience, pours it out again in language, with full disregard
of its relative values. His good taste saves him from what in
another would be ship-wreck, but this indifference to values,
this apparent lack of selection in material, while at times it
gives a huddled flow, more than anything else modernizes the
verse. It yields, too, an effect of abundant vitality, and it
makes facile the change from grave to gay and the like. The
'melange' is rather an innovation in English verse, and to be
found only rarely. It exists, however; and especially it was
/.
dear to Keats in his youth. "
1. Collected Toems of Rupert Brooke-- Introduction by
George E. ,'oodberry
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3UMMARY
As indicated in the Introduction, the purpose of this
research is to find, through the study of Keats' poetry, the
outstanding characteristics a.nd to note the influence of these
features in the work of later English poets. '.Ye have found
that the qualities which mark Keats' poetry are sensuousness
,
a delight in retelling the old tales of mythology and romance,
fresh and original diction, beauty of phrase, free and flexible
verse-forms, and joy in describing natural beauty imaginatively.
He reminded poets that their function was not to preach but
to paint a picture--not to appeal by moral impulses but to find
truth in beauty. From this detailed study we have found that
these qualities which characterize Keats' poetry mark the
outward features of English poetry from the time of Thomas Hood
to Rupert Brooke.
However, we find that some of these aualities mentioned
above are easier to trace and have been more operative than
have others. Two of the most evident influences are choice of
subject-matter and form. That is, Keats awakened in his fol-
lowers the love for myth and romance and pointed out to them
the poetic beauty in nature--these themes appealed to Keats'
followers as subjects for poetry. As to form--this does not
imply technical finish but refers to the belief that the purpose
of poetry is to please I nd not to teach, that is, it should be
rich and imaginative, thus making a sensuous appeal. The idea
1
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is summed up by Keats when he says, "load every rift of a
subject with ore.
"
So we find that Keats' influence has been operative
more than a century and will continue to endure so long as
people are interested in beauty and romance.
i
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